Podcasting In Your Class

students collaborate to share online content
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Decisive Topic
Clear Format
Hosts & Guests
Recording Tech
Basic Script
Quiet Locale
Upload Online
Promotion
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Decisive Topic
define specifically with fluid goals

WHAT DO WE ALL CARE ABOUT?
HOW MUCH DO WE KNOW?
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Clear Format
style, segments, breaks, surprises

ARE WE REPORTING, DEBATING OR SIMPLY HAVING A CHAT?
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**Hosts & Guests**

2, 3 or 4 and someone should lead

**DO WE NEED A VARIETY OF VOICES?**
**CAN THERE EVER BE TOO MANY?**
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Recording Tech
phones are quick but consider more

DOES TECH ENHANCE THE MOMENT?
WHAT MIGHT WE HAVE ALREADY?
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Basic Script

plan the start, stay on topic – mostly

HOW DO WE KEEP IT CLEAR?
HOW LONG WILL LISTENERS STAY?
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Quiet Locale
amplify yourself and go ‘live on tape’

HOW DO WE SET THE STAGE?
WHERE IS BEST FOR MOMENTUM?
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amplify yourself and go ‘live on tape’
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Quiet Locale
amplify yourself and go ‘live on tape’

HOW DO WE SET THE STAGE?
WHERE IS BEST FOR MOMENTUM?

Upload Online
Promotion
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Upload Online
find a “free” service that’s been around

HOW MUCH CONTROL DO WE WANT?
IS THIS PODCAST GOING TO LAST?
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Promotion
a catchy, specific name to push out
THE ADJACENT ANGLES PODCAST
FIND IT ON ITUNES
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Evaluate Sessions and Win!

- Download and open OLC Conferences mobile app
- Navigate to specific session to evaluate
- Select “Evaluate Session” on session details screen (located under session type and track)
- Complete session evaluation*

*Each session evaluation completed (limited to one per session) = one contest entry

Five (5) $25 gift cards will be awarded to five (5) individuals
Must submit evals using the OLC Conferences mobile app or website